
Dear Jim, 1448 etc 1/14/77 

ity purpose in writing is to assure that no embarrassed or angry judge criticizes you 
for not pursuing all your client's remedies, as the expressions goes. 

I do want you to abanden the interrogatories in 1448. I a want you to do it as 
pointedly as you consider will not be adverse to your intéret. ¥o not consider my 
interests in the customary way for as I have told you often the state of the law means 
much more to me than what is obtained by any auite 

What you say £ leave to youe 1°11 repeat some of whatI would like you to gat into 
the court record in whatever way you consider appropriatee 

‘As best I could I have been trying to obtain these and similar records for about a 
decade. In its present form I am in & 1975 suit in a matter that is to be expedited 
administratively and judicially. Administratively the law stipulates 1@day compliance 
mf or rejection. Judicially these cases are to go te the heard of the calendar. Last 
summer this judge aaid that if the interrogatories were not responded t®@ in a month he 
would fill his witness room. Instead he shifted everything to a magistrate, which denies 

us even a record to use on appeal. 

Last summey he accepted one of the items for in camvra inspection. In accepting this 
he said he did only because it would not take too long to read. That was last summer. We 
have agked him to act. He has note 

Obtaining these records can mean no personal benefit for me. I arranged long ago to 
make them available to all if 1 obtain them. I am not writing a book in which I would use 
theme There is no way I can sell them. There is no way I can recover what the effort to 
obtain them has cost mee 

All of my records are becoming part of a scholarly archive. On thia particular 
subject I have gone farthur. + have arranged for a doctoral thesis to be written on ite 
Thig scholar is now engaged upon that work and will have accéas to all my relevant records, 
without any compensatiob to me. I have ne selfish purpose to serve and none is possible. 

The law was enacted and then 1t was amended because all gage:-governments practise 
unjustified secrecy. The amending was necessary because the government corrupted the 
original act. It is following a similar course with the amended act. One of the means is 
to misrepresent to and deceive courts of lnw. Another is to wear dow these citizens 
who a¢ek to use the law. In no case can any citizen or groups of citizens wield the 
power or assume the costs the government cam and doese In no case does any court grant 
the presumptions to the seeker of information it grants to the government. All the courts 
assume good faith on the fart of the government yet the Congress was explicit in passing 
the Act to atate that in such matters good faith is not the practise, thus the need af 
the law, In this instant case i$ is claiming security exemptions on what is secret from 
the American pople only, the intelligence services of other lands knowing their defectors 
and the knowledge of their fefectors. Yet this provision is limited to what is secret in 
the sense of actual national security needs, not the whim of some overlyesecretive ax 

bureaucrat or those afraid of embarrassnente 

Embarrassment ig as obvioks as it is prohibited as a reason for withholding. The 

basic subject is the investigation of the assassination of a President. To me this kind of 

erime is the most subversive of all crines. feeb It negates’ representative society, nullie 

fies self-government. / 

Even the Congres» has agreed that the assassination has not been solved and that 
serious questions requiring answers remain. To put this another way, this means that 

after nore than a decade the Congress has cone to believe what I figst published jn the 

first book on the Warren Commission and its Report e th 

There is now no doubt that the Congress can have this recorde “gis means 1+ will 

have been denied to me in a way that denied me my rights to it under the law.



In itself this means that the opposite of the intent of the law has once again 

become the actuality, made an actuality by the failure of the courtse 

it also means mores It means that the people can be denied meaning in these records, 

gnother of the purposes of thex law and another of the needa of self-government. The 

ongress may hire bexkick people pousessed of brilliant intellects but it cannot in the 

life span of a select committee acquire the knowledge 1 have acquired by what translated 

dnte everyday terns is a lifetime working career. There 4s nobody of whom L know im who 

has the knowledge of thie subject + have aequired. Tne Yepartment of Jastkeehas told 

ahbther-court that L know wore about it and the investigation of it than anyone now in 

the FBI 

These agencies and I have a long history of their denying me records for years, waking 

unpunished false representiona to withhold thea and on my obtaining the records no court 

hag once published any official who made any misrepresentation to me euxku or to a mextex 

court. I have obtained thousanda of pages under the Act. “n no single case, not with regard 

to a single page, was any claim to any exemotion ever valid or justifiable. If my study 

and public use of the withheld records can be deleyed those purposes faxxukizh the law 

was enacted to prevent have been accomplished 

t have about 50 long overdue FOLA and PA requests pending, post entirely ignored. 

These go back to 19% 68 and 1969. 

These requests that are sanctioned by the law are ignored in viohation of the law 

because the courts male it poseiblee The law 4g flaunted by the sxsecutive agencies first 

because they know the coirts tolerate anything ans econd because the agencies never 

prosecute theuselvese This perjury is not uncommon ond misrepresentation te and deceptions 

of the cpurts are common and are an accepted means of flaunting the law and denying the 

peophe their right to public infornatione 

Discovery is esssential if I am not to be denied ny rights and if this court is not 

also going te beimposed upon by being misled and having migrepresentations made to hte 

But at the rate this case is going 1 can8t expect to live long enough for it to ende 

I have one case in court now in the {ith year of effort to ebtain a record that has not 

peen provided, that is not covered by any exeuption and the existence of which has never 

been. denied to any courte That this was the first case filed anywhere under the anended. 

act and that it is the first case cited by the Songress as requiring the amending of the 

act are utterly meaningless ~ because the courts permit it to be meaninglesse 

Just before yous phoned I had been listening to some new official statistics on 

mate life expectancy. Without my neckeal problems statistically I have about three yearse 

This case has been before this judge half of the statistical probability of my remaining 

life, ‘n that time he has held one hearing at which me made promises he haw not kepte 

I don't have time for the danicing of the silly ritualistic dances all to the tune 

of denying the worldngs of the law and juaticee “e can dance them alone, without wee 

gan throw this case out without reason and I will not appeal it. %e has in effect done this 

+o me anyway so why should i start worrying nowe If he is net going to permit you to 

queations the necessary witnesses and permit you to establish whether or not they are 

truthful I want you to drop the cases 1 haven't enough time left for a;l this prostitution 

of the law and its clear intent. Tf he will, handigapped aga we are by the lack of discovery 

for which he is responsible zg regardless of what he yeada from any of his tix catechisms, 

then I do want him to fill his witness room, his Jong-overdue promises I would lisk this 

to be at the earliest date mutually possible. I would also like hin to know that 1 have 

no choice but to proceed and no choiee but toe proceed without preparation. if he objects 

to this, tell him to stick the gamed case up between his texts and his promisese I am 

done with ite Abd you will bee But I sure as hell xkk hell will ask to be hearl by the 

Vongress when that tine comes, when the federal agencies put on their push to have their 

gutting ef the bau baptizede



RY 

There are alternatives, I think, but I have conditions if you opt them. One I hava in mind is a motien for a summsry judgement all around, not just on the dnsoceted ONGe 
But I vant the essence of what I have said in ‘the record. I could net care lesa what Bobinson thinks of me er how he decides. I don8t care about the form and it can be in an affidavit from ze. But I want to mate judge face themselves and I went a record for the future of who has dene what when all of soclety was turned sround and all the lustotutiong that ars suprosed to prumixsaetetexrgeme be ity proscters bevane part ef a gangbang ou it. I can say it to a man’s face, be he in robes, a lot easier than I did to e woman's. 
If he does not agree then file a wemoraadum with the Court, even if you feel you have to disassociate yourself froa it, in which you at ay demand withdrawn the ease for the specified reasons that tha court has denied me ay rights under the lawaf in ny bkiown beTief hag acted other than the law requires, that E will not be party to the denial of my vights mf what is net in accord with the law as I understand it from haviag read it, and that in any event whet time I have left I opt net to fritter away in futilities %hat no prayer and no iegal text can make into anything else. 

i did expect more of Robinson. But I made the mistake of believing him. But in the other cases you know this is & how I have felt since jast summer. Since then I have been groping iu other directions, as 1 tink You realize. 

One of these ka in the damage suit, in which wo also zo fer all the still withhold under FOIA and Pa both. 

Another, I think, is for ae to fear this all en the new Attorney Goneral, including charges of perjury, by the tine his Gair is warm. Whoever he ise 
Fer sene tine getting all we ask for has not been the most isportant thing. I would have preferred that it he but the errant agenoles snd their bedmates in robua hava 

changed this. , 

The yveality is that in so open and shut a case as 1996 almost two years after the request and nore than a year afte: the filing of the case and alnost a year sioce compliance was falsely avorn to and four months after my last proving under oath thet there was deliberate false swearing to couplimnce we have not one sheet of paper added to the minuscule fraction required to have been delivered pursuant to the 4/15/75 King request. First made and then ignored almost 8 yeers ace 

Call these judges = the best of them? 

_ Whether they fear the Department oz Justice and/or other agencies or fear endangeroins hopes of going higher er whatever, they do have this record. All of them. The sole difference is that some are worse, like Sirica and Pratt, 
We can't be any vorse off by mebarrassing theme 

and I feel the obligation to make a record if that ie all Twill be able to do, 
What we are engaged in is not the fability. How we are ise 

Soest, 

  



Dear Jim, a 1/15/77 

Writing the attached letter on 1448 was the last thing I did last night.As usual 
a fell asleep immediately. I had difficulty staying asleep only because something impele 
led me to get up and at it again. This happened at least three times. Although as usual 
I had no trouble going beck to sleep immediately, and I mean imnediately clese to literally, 
I final decided to get out of bed after not much more than five hours of sleep, I believe 
one ef the reasens is that this reaaina on ay mind but not in what I believe would be 
the usual reason, This is part of why I write againe 

When you phoned I had dozed off looking at the TV news after supper, I started to 
write you for the reason stated, if you do as I want you to de I do not want there to be 
any reaction against you. They there were interruptions. The one that teok lomgesat 
wrenched my mind onte other subjects. *t was e call frem my best source on the CIA and 
drugs and mind-bending. Meanwhile, J kapt drinking, as I do to relax. I was up several 
hours later than usual, drinking this much lenger than usual but I was not drunk, By 
the end I may have been leosened a bit by it and when I can't use my right forefinger 
for typing my bad typing is worse, but I'm sure that what E said is what I mean and 
what I think at some point I hepe we can ait down and explore. Time is always the probleme. 

Do not believe that I an depressed by this or in that kind of a mood now. Neither 
is the case. I'm listening to WANU's early-morning beogie-woogie and blues pregram ani it 
always lifts me, particularly what is onf now,the early fold antecedents. 

Getting any one of these records or any combination of them had no great a for 
mes What dees is the overall. Bach record i obtain interferences with something else I want 
to do. I can do only so much go net gotting any record in and ef itself loses any real 

significance for mee 
There is no reason to be depressed from our record. We have a fantastic record, The 

eddg are toughest on us, we are & virtgally alone and net even the Nader people can come 
close to oub record of success, however one measures successe 

Thencireunstances under which we makes our efforts linit what we can do and what we 

Gan Feasonably hope to do. We, not those like the Nader people, are in the nittyegritty. 
Opposition therefore is greater 

These circumstances in 1448 are for all practical purpeses beyond ouv control. The 
reason for this is Robinson, actually in this case and symbolically. All the judges with 
whom we have had experience are, each in his own way, the same, with Sesell being the 
probably exceptions “Vesell gave the government the right issue to confront in his ow way 
and they opted the course presenting least trouble for them. We have forced a limited 

amount ef this out of Green. 
With time as precious as 1t is for us our immediate, perhaps most limiting consider= 

ation ic time. Yours is precious te me. The judges do not care about time, not even their 
own time. All appear entirely unwilling te confront the government, whatever the reasonse 
Law and fact are all our way. “rdinarily this would be more than enough. It has not beone 
The government knows nothing is going te happen to it so there is n@ dirty trick that is 

teo dirtys That they have practised so many provides us with one of the miummk possibilities 
of centetding with them and forcing some change, It is from our methed of contending that 
we have had our successes. %e force the issues in what you callithe battle of the affidavits. 
In my view we have not forced this enough. To a large degree circumstances preclude our 
doing more. There is not much we can do about theses circumstances. If we are to proceed 
with lesswaste in time we have to get around these circumstances. Thisp presents a different 
set of problems, Addressing them begina with assessing our ewn pricritiese Se that you 
can do this I keep assuring you that getting or not getting any one set of records is not 
the most important consideratién te me. This is foreign te law training and practise and 
moat litigation. It is not to say that I do not want the recordse +t is to say I do not 

want to pay teo much fer the effort. dhat the government keepa us from doing is extorting 
too great a cost. I see other things as worth mores If we can do anything and how is what 
I have in mind, I think you can realize that this has been on my mind since mid-awaner, 

when Gree . fine speeches and did nothing except take offense when she had to confro nt 

herself. ta she is taicing this out en us bothers me not a bit.



In a sense if is helpful. My work differs from that of others in its scope and thrust. 
Ed Williams has written with some exaggeration recently that it is Balzacian in the 
sweep of ita social commentary. But my work dees show that the institutions of society 
do fail. One ef these institutions is the judiciary. This also invelves the government's 
corruption of the law and the judiciary. Together they are eur current problem, leading 
to what I'm trying te get at, what we can do and what the odds ares 

The conditions of my life and work and perhaps my wn personality have denied me 
periods of long meditation. I can look back and see when I perceived the need for change 
and still realize that it was not the result of deep and long thought. But I do see that 
it wes right, that the time for change had ceme end that as best 1 can now see the overall 
the direction in which I was trying te move is the cerrect one. 

Fer all that lawyers will find wreng with it and with whatevercost you may chese te 
attribute to g it = you havem mentioned none and 4 have one above = when I was finally 
able to address Uveen on thia if was correot and if I said less than I had planed I said 
what had te be saide I said that which the judges are going te have to face and live with 
in these cases and what we have to force the government crooks to live with ang perhaps 
faces This is their Achilles heel, there one. ‘his for exauple is why I want to use the 
punitive provisions. It is why I want to get another and now much stronger affidavit on 
perjury before Green and in that record. “t is one ef the reasons I believe andhave for 
months believe that we have to shift te the damage suit approach and with it a lunping 
of all the old cases and all the agencies, whatever the risk. It has great advantages for 
you and many importances for me and it in ite own way also gets te the nitty-gritty. 

In @ sense making Rebinson face Rebingen is important to this, too. We have one kind 
of record in these casesg of presenting the most solid fact and never been dispreven on 
fact or any other allegation. That is net enough because we have a record of infinite 
patience and of taking all this orap except for an occasion allegation of perjury that 

- nebody pays any attention to. 
You speak often of how judges do not like to be reversed. 1 believe you. I also believe 

this has breader application for us particularly because of the subject matter of these 
cases. teu took the absolutely correct first atep in this spontaneously when Pratt 
threatened us. He backed off in shocked surprise when you stoodup to hime He even expressed 
it, then and there. Se in the context of the subject mmxemt and this unique Act we have 
te make the judges and al] the other institutions and representatives of institutions 
face themselves. if we de not prevail at first or even at all is net the essential things 
Making the effort is, I think, essential and I do think the edds are with us on ite “egardless 
of his initial reaction I do not believe Rebingon will want a record of himself ag what 
in effect is a judicial Tom and that in time he will realize this and st aighten up and 
guide right, not just maite fine promises, as with “yeen, and not keep them. In letter and 
in spirit this is a different law. 1+ really is what + have always called it, the pevsenbgiez 
sxziomxnix essence ef the American contribution to government, the right of the people te 
participate in it..The only think wrong about these fourth of uly speeches on its 
beceme effective 1s that the orators were not sincere. The words are perfect. This gives 
us a strength, a special handle, and we must, I thunk, not only use it but use in in a 
manner that makes the Icind ef oppesition, sumrkk denial and frustration of effort if not 
impossible at least of passible cost te those who are responsible for ite 

Thisk may sound Pollyanaselike but I do mean it aud I do think it hag a good cha ce. 
What people do not understand abeut me is that I adher to these ancient Americen principles. 
Most of H8i8n he dislike ma and my way have no principles or fear these. While my expression 
is of an Doy teday's standards, even that, I believe, has these roots. In part at 
least it is beflause in order to write I have to feel and feeling I have to express what i 
feel. But I believe the feeling, whether or not the expreseian is acceptable teday, is 
appropriate and comes from what can be our strength in these matters. iy ene concern is 
that in taking this course you not be vulnerable. Because I do not want this and de want te 
take this course is why i began to write as I didk last night and add to it this morninge



“uch of this is lustinctive with mee The instinct is the end preduct of yearcad 
ef sxperience, seme crucible experience. If you have read the State tiles I have 
received you have a glimuer of some and I think you ,ight well wonder how I was able to 
turn that around, all that pewor, all that fascistic willingness to use it and nse of it. 

1 did to the point where nebody dares mention it to my face. There ars not neny people, 
especially not many young people, who have laws passed to make them criminals when they 
are the epposite of criminal. New how could 1 have survived that. Bow could I have aveided 
going to jail whea 1 wis brokeux and unsiaployed and Alger Hiss have gene to jail? I could 
add to this record of doing the seemingly impossible and te aurviving such pearful enaiies, 
which is what they made themselvese 

In seeking to encourage you to see it this way I also remind you ef what we have 
learned 'togethar in some of the aany diffieust situations wa have faced. Often what we 
Gbuld and could not do was beyond our control. When I failed in some of these, aa I dids 
4% was because I was not faithful to my way of the past. One example is whea I was silent 
when HoRae’s malpractise case was interrupted. That was my mistake, not yours andit 
was a very serious mistake in a nuaber of wayse But we ean look back on what I wanted to 
do and we could aot do and see that whether or not they ware in accord with normal cons 
cepts they were correct. To a degree I think we can do this with the FOIA cagea. 

It is ovar-simplification but what we now have to do is try thease eases en the judgese 
Fer reasons 1 will discuss with yea if you want this gives us the intellectual judo of 
the present situation, especially because the government has already atarted its effort 
to weaken the law and because there ia now a new administrations I do not mean that a 
new aduinistration means reform. it does net. The bureaucrats will be the same. But the 
political situation of a new aduinistration when it becomes aware that there will be 
publics hearings en these questions will force new considerations en it and they Gan 
work our Waye there will be a few in teh Congress who will feel this way and on the 
right comittess. 

Nothing is imposaible. Weuld you have thought when I went after him that Ozer would 
go~ and se goon? I am not claiming his scalp on my belt. But he in gone and ve de not 
know anyone else who went after hime Look at the changex in Sprague's situatione De you 
know anyone else who went after hin? And with those in the media whe are most opposed to mee 

Timing is xikem also impprtante I do not know if my timing in malcing an approach to 
Tip O'Neill in right or if the manner of that approach ie. I do know that carlier I shoula 
not have and 1 do believe that later would be too lates We'll see and we have nothing to 
lose but the time writing him toolte 

in a sense thia boils down to my having faith, after all these years and experiences 
i hepe you never hava, in what is traineda out of peeple by all their education, especially 
law education, formal and in courteI submit that my record supperts this faith. 

I hope you will agree with me and try to go this way. If not as always do what you 
think you shoudd. But I do believe that even a aimppe formulation of laying responsibility 
on the judges for making what we should have done impossible will be a pwoerful factor before 
all this is evere Pratt has made depositions impossible. Rebinson ruled against them, gave 
us an alternative and then denied us that. If he grants it next month it means nothing and. 
a record of it can mean somethings So just go ahead and tell these characters that you are 
not able to represent your slient as you shovld and would prefer to because of them and 
official opposition te the lawe As leng as we are not hung up on getting any particular 
record we are in a no-lese situation. Ter me the ene certain no-win situation is the one 
I am in. thinks enly ef what you have wanted me to get on paper and I have not been able to dos 
i am past the point where it bugs me but I am net past the point ef wanting to do that work. 
I have, I think, adjusted to the realities. But I would like te try te change them in what 
I believe is the one way thet holds promise without compromise on princivle cr objectives 

Best,


